
To all our existing and potential clients,
We at Capital Survival Ltd. are thrilled to announce that we have recently partnered with Greatland

Laser to become an official sales distributor for their electronic laser flares. We are in the process of
replacing the pyrotechnic flares in our entire range of survival kits as they become due for
recertification. This landmark modification qualifies the transport of our survival kits as
non-Dangerous Goods under Special Provision 34 of the Canadian TDG regulations. Special Provision
34 documentation can be found on our website’s NEWS & PROMOTIONS section.
Notation: Capital Survival Ltd. will continue to equip all Special Operations survival kits (including
Arctic, Desert and Jungle configurations) with pyrotechnic smoke flares as well. Therefore, these
particular survival kits will continue to be designated as Dangerous Goods status for transportation
purposes (Class 9, UN 3072, Life Saving Appliance non-inflating)

Greatland Laser has been producing and perfecting their electronic laser flares since 1998 in Willow,
Alaska. They presently have 3 models in production – RESCUE LASER LIGHT, RESCUE LASER FLARE
MAGNUM and RESCUE LASER FLARE GREEN. Research is presently underway that could potentially
lead to the eventual replacement of all pyrotechnic flares with electronic versions including within the
aviation life raft regulations. These electronic laser flares are legal to point at an aircraft when utilized
for the purpose of sending an emergency distress signal. An upgraded sight aiming ring has aided
greatly as an added safety factor.
There are many advantages to electronic laser flares over traditional pyrotechnic flares:
- Operating temperatures well within the most severe limits.
- Waterproof to a depth of 80 feet.
- Non-flammable.
- Environmentally safe.
- 5 to 40 hours of continual use dependent upon model.
- Greatly enhanced night visibility during survivor rescue searches when directed at
reflective material incorporated in aviation life vest and life raft materials.
- Far superior visibility and range during night searches.
- Replaceable battery for continued use with spare battery also included.

We trust that all clients will join us in acknowledging the extreme benefits that electronic
laser flares provide in ensuring safe and cost effective shipments of survival kits with the
added bonus of ease and enhancement of search and rescue operational capabilities.

Evan Hallam-Bimm: President Capital Survival Limited


